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A B S T R A C T   

Astrocytes are in constant communication with neurons during the establishment and maturation of functional 
networks in the developing brain. Astrocytes release extracellular vesicles (EVs) containing microRNA (miRNA) 
cargo that regulates transcript stability in recipient cells. Astrocyte released factors are thought to be involved in 
neurodevelopmental disorders. Healthy astrocytes partially rescue Rett Syndrome (RTT) neuron function. EVs 
isolated from stem cell progeny also correct aspects of RTT. EVs cross the blood-brain barrier (BBB) and their 
cargo is found in peripheral blood which may allow non-invasive detection of EV cargo as biomarkers produced 
by healthy astrocytes. Here we characterize miRNA cargo and sequence motifs in healthy human astrocyte 
derived EVs (ADEVs). First, human induced Pluripotent Stem Cells (iPSC) were differentiated into Neural Pro-
genitor Cells (NPCs) and subsequently into astrocytes using a rapid differentiation protocol. iPSC derived as-
trocytes expressed specific markers, displayed intracellular calcium transients and secreted ADEVs. miRNAs were 
identified by RNA-Seq on astrocytes and ADEVs and target gene pathway analysis detected brain and immune 
related terms. The miRNA profile was consistent with astrocyte identity, and included approximately 80 miRNAs 
found in astrocytes that were relatively depleted in ADEVs suggestive of passive loading. About 120 miRNAs 
were relatively enriched in ADEVs and motif analysis discovered binding sites for RNA binding proteins FUS, 
SRSF7 and CELF5. miR-483-5p was the most significantly enriched in ADEVs. This miRNA regulates MECP2 
expression in neurons and has been found differentially expressed in blood samples from RTT patients. Our 
results identify potential miRNA biomarkers selectively sorted into ADEVs and implicate RNA binding protein 
sequence dependent mechanisms for miRNA cargo loading.   

1. Introduction 

Astrocytes participate in synapse formation and neuron maturation 
during development and maintain brain homeostasis during adulthood. 
They are part of the blood-brain-barrier (BBB) which confers on the 

central nervous system a selective permeability that relies on trans-
cellular mechanisms to transport molecules (Schiweck et al., 2018; 
Santello et al., 2019; Profaci et al., 2020). A key astrocyte feature is their 
ability to act as communication hubs by establishing astrocyte-neuron 
and astrocyte-astrocyte networks. These networks act via physical 
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connections between astrocytic neuroligins and neuronal neurexins, 
through gap junctions between astrocytes, or by secreted factors that 
regulate synapse formation and maturation (Houades et al., 2008; 
Stogsdill et al., 2017; Patel and Weaver, 2021). Astrocyte released fac-
tors are implicated in neurodevelopmental disorders such as Rett Syn-
drome (RTT), where mutations in the transcriptional regulator methyl- 
CpG binding protein 2 (MECP2) induce defective neural networks (Ip 
et al., 2018; Tillotson and Bird, 2020). Despite neurons being the most 
affected cell type due to their high protein levels of MECP2, astrocytes 
also show an array of phenotypes (Albizzati et al., 2022; Sun et al., 
2023). RTT astrocytes induce non-cell autonomous defects in neuron 
morphology and firing, thought to be driven by astrocyte released fac-
tors (Williams et al., 2014; Ehinger et al., 2021; Caldwell et al., 2022). 

Astrocytes and neurons also communicate by secreting and inter-
nalizing extracellular vesicles (EVs). EVs are lipid-bilayer membrane- 
delimited vesicles generated in the cytoplasm or the multivesicular body 
(MVB)/ endosomal compartments, which contain cargo in the form of 
RNA, proteins and lipids (Yáñez-Mó et al., 2015; Welsh et al., 2024). EVs 
can regulate transcription and translation upon entering their target 
cells (Mulcahy et al., 2014). They are able to cross the BBB and have 
been detected in all biofluids using non-invasive methods relying on EV 
sedimentation by ultracentrifugation, precipitation using commercial 
kits, or size exclusion chromatography. In addition, EVs can be recov-
ered from conditioned media in vitro (Antounians et al., 2019; O’Brien 
et al., 2020; Welsh et al., 2024). This feature has propelled the study of 
EV cargo for its potential as a diagnostic and prognostic tool to define 

Fig. 1. Sorted NPC differentiate into cells expressing astrocyte markers. A. Overview of the rapid human iPSC-NPC-astrocyte differentiation protocol to generate two 
biological replicates of iPSC-AS cells for astrocyte marker characterization. B. Cell sorting removes most CD44+/GFAP- populations as well as CD44+/GFAP+ and 
MAP2+ cells. Some NPCs after sorting express GFAP as well as cytoplasmic MAP2 as previously reported. Images taken at 20×. C. Western blot showing two 
biological replicates of iPSC-AS express astrocyte specific markers that are not present in iPSC, NPC or neuron preparations. D. iPSC-AS display similar morphology 
and astrocyte marker expression as HCA. Images taken at 40×. Scale bars 50 μm. 
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RNA and proteins that are differentially expressed in disease (Lafour-
cade et al., 2016; Pistono et al., 2020; Upadhya et al., 2020). In the 
context of RTT, EVs isolated from mixed neuronal cultures can rescue 
RTT neuron networks, and their protein cargo was described as con-
taining signaling proteins that are lacking in the absence of MECP2 
(Sharma et al., 2019). In addition, Urine derived Stem Cells were shown 
to produce EVs with a miR-21-5p cargo that rescued neurogenesis and 
behaviour in a RTT mouse model (Pan et al., 2021). The potential for 
human astrocyte-derived EV (ADEV) cargo as a prognostic biomarker or 
as a therapy for neurodevelopmental disorders is unknown. 

Sources of human astrocytes to study their ADEV cargo profile are 
limited. Primary astrocytes are isolated from human cadavers and as-
trocytes can be derived in vitro from human induced Pluripotent Stem 
Cells (iPSC). During development astrocytes emerge as a heterogeneous 
cell population arising from radial glia after neurogenesis is underway at 
week 24 post-conception in humans (Clarke and Barres, 2013). Gener-
ating astrocytes from iPSC has proven to be a similarly time-consuming 
endeavor, often requiring specialized equipment to generate a high yield 
of functionally mature astrocytic cultures (McCready et al., 2022). 
Recently, a novel differentiation approach has been shown to induce 
rapid differentiation into astrocytes that were validated by flow 
cytometry, bulk and single-cell RNASeq and shown to buffer extracel-
lular glutamate, to integrate into the mouse brain after transplantation, 
and to support network activity of induced neurons in multi-electrode 
arrays (Lendemeijer et al., 2022). After generating neural progenitor 
cells (NPC) and enriching them by cell sorting, stimulation of the 

astrogliogenic JAK-STAT pathway with BMP4 and LIF generates func-
tional human astrocyte cultures in just 28 days that support neuronal 
network activity (Lendemeijer et al., 2022). These functional human 
astrocyte cell cultures can be used to isolate ADEVs and characterize 
their cargo. 

ADEVs contain micro-RNA (miRNA) cargo which affect the function 
of target pathways after internalization by the recipient cell (Lafourcade 
et al., 2016; Varcianna et al., 2019). In vitro experiments have shown 
that ADEVs are endocytosed by neurons, and their cargo influences 
neuronal transcripts and subsequently neuronal function (Venturini 
et al., 2019; Upadhya et al., 2020). In addition, ADEV cargo is altered 
depending on the reactive phenotype of the astrocytes, and is modified 
in response to cytokines, ATP or presence of pathogenic bacteria to 
incorporate miRNAs or proteins that regulate immune or neuronal re-
sponses (Casselli et al., 2017; Chaudhuri et al., 2018; You et al., 2020; 
Luarte et al., 2023). However, the basal miRNA cargo enrichment in 
ADEVs has not been studied in depth in healthy human astrocytes. 
Moreover, the use of techniques such as microarrays or qRT-PCR to date 
captures the most abundant conserved transcripts but precludes global 
analysis of less abundant miRNAs. 

miRNAs are short non-coding RNA sequences that bind to comple-
mentary mRNAs to regulate transcript stability, usually by destabilizing 
mRNA poly-A tails which leads to transcript degradation (Bartel, 2018). 
Some miRNAs have cell type specificity during development and 
contribute to post-transcriptional regulation to maintain the equilibrium 
between mRNA transcription and degradation (Nowakowski et al., 

Fig. 2. Intracellular calcium transient activity in functional astrocyte networks. A. Intracellular calcium labelled with indicator Fluo4-AM to visualize calcium 
transient propagation (white arrows) in iPSC-AS (2 biological replicates) and HCA controls (1 replicate). B–C. Representative ΔF/Fo traces showing spontaneous 
intracellular Ca2+ transients in iPSC-AS and HCA cultures recorded for 5 min. The total number of cells evaluated is shown in Supp. Fig. 1 legend to calculate the 
average % active cells. 
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2018). Sorting of miRNA cargo into EVs is controlled in part by target 
mRNA abundance which determines the dispensability of certain miR-
NAs in a passive mechanism of miRNA disposal inside EVs (Squadrito 
et al., 2014). At the same time, EV cargo miRNAs contain specific RNA- 
binding protein (RBP) sequence motifs. RBPs bind these sites to guide 
miRNAs in the MVB/endosomal compartment to remain in the cell or be 
sorted via the EXOMotif or other sequences into EVs as cargo (Garcia- 
Martin et al., 2022). 

Here, we generated astrocytes from human iPSC-derived NPCs using 
a fast differentiation protocol yielding functional astrocytes that secrete 
ADEVs which can be isolated using ultracentrifugation. Analysis of 
miRNA cargo using RNA-Seq showed that ADEVs contain significantly 
enriched miRNAs that participate in pathways regulating neuronal ac-
tivity. XStreme motif discovery analysis unveiled the presence of RBP 
sequence motifs that are enriched on ADEV-miRNAs, supporting a 
sequence-dependent miRNA loading mechanism in ADEVs. Indeed, the 

Fig. 3. ADEV isolation and quality control. A. Overview of ADEV isolation protocol from astrocyte conditioned medium using 2 biological and 1 technical replicates 
of iPSC-ADEV samples and two replicates of HCA-ADEV. B. NTA quantification and TEM imaging showing HCA-ADEV and iPSC-ADEV have expected concentrations 
over a size range from 50 to 250 nm and expected vesicle morphology. C. An example TEM image showing HCA-ADEV morphology and diameter measurements in a 
wider field of view. D. Western blots showing one replicate of ADEV and hMSC-EV samples contain the EV marker Flot1 at the expected size of 48kDA that is also 
detected in the whole cell samples. The ADEVs (two replicates) are not contaminated by cell proteins indicated by western blot of Golgi network protein GM130, 
which is only detected in the whole cell sample at the expected size of 130 kDa. 
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most differentially sorted miR-483-5p cargo contains a previously 
described EXOmotif and is known to target MECP2, HDAC4 and TBLX1 
whose protein products interact as cofactors (Han et al., 2013). miR- 
483-5p is depleted in peripheral blood of young RTT patients and has 
been proposed to be a candidate biomarker for early diagnostic 
screening (Castells et al., 2021). We speculate that miR-483-5p may be a 
potential prognostic biomarker of astrocyte function. 

2. Results 

2.1. FACS enriched human NPCs rapidly differentiate to astrocyte fate 

To study ADEVs, we employed a simple and time efficient human 
iPSC differentiation protocol that used a modified 21 day dual-SMAD 
inhibition treatment to produce NPCs that were purified and then 
differentiated over 28 days into astrocytes (Lendemeijer et al., 2022) 
(Fig. 1A). First, we derived two replicates of NPCs (NPC1 and NPC2) 
from the healthy female human PGPC-14 iPSC line (Hildebrandt et al., 
2019). Once expanded, low passage (P2–3) NPCs underwent fluores-
cence activated cell sorting (FACS) for markers CD184+/CD44-/ 

CD271-/CD24+ to generate homogeneous progenitor cultures (Yuan 
et al., 2011). NPC enrichment ensured homogeneous progenitor 
(SOX1+, Nestin+) status in all cells, by removing mesenchymal/neural 
crest cells (CD44+/CD271+), and cells that undergo spontaneous dif-
ferentiation into (MAP2+) neurons (Fig. 1B). Two replicate astrocyte 
cultures (iPSC-AS) were generated from sorted NPCs by 28-day treat-
ment with BMP4 and LIF (Fig. 1A). iPSC-AS (WT1 and WT2) cultures 
were characterized by western blot for astrocyte specific markers 
compared to primary human commercial astrocytes (HCA, ScienCell 
#1800). ALDH1L1 and GFAP isoforms were detected in HCA and both 
iPSC-AS replicates as expected, and were not present in iPSC, NPC or 
neuron protein extracts (Fig. 1C and Supp. Fig. 1A). β-Tubulin was 
observed in the neuron extracts, with minor β-Tubulin contamination in 
the HCA and iPSC-AS2 lanes. Immunofluorescence confirmed the ex-
pected astrocyte morphology and expression (Fig. 1D) of specific 
astrocyte markers S100β, GFAP, ALDH1L1 and CD44 (Cahoy et al., 
2008; Zhang et al., 2019). Neuronal markers β-Tubulin and progenitor 
marker SOX1 were not expressed. 

Fig. 4. RNAseq analysis on astrocytes and ADEVs. A. PCA plot showing variance distribution stems from differences between whole cell HCA or iPSC-AS (2 replicates 
each) and HCA-ADEV (2 replicates) or iPSC-ADEV (3 replicates) samples. B. Volcano plot showing differential miRNA expression of iPSC-AS vs HCA. C. Scatter plot of 
shared astrocyte associated transcripts reported in literature (padj>0.05, grey dots). X-axis represents the average abundance (baseMean) of each miRNA 
(normalized counts) and Y-axis represents their fold-change in HCA vs iPSC-AS. Color gradient for padj score shows other significant genes in pink. Black dots show 
miRNAs associated with astrocyte differentiation and identity (Tsuyama et al., 2015; Rajman and Schratt, 2017; Cho et al., 2019; Chu and Williams, 2021). 
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2.2. iPSC-AS display characteristic astrocyte activity 

To assess iPSC-AS function in culture, we examined intracellular 
calcium transients as a functional feature of astrocyte networks that 
generate and propagate intracellular calcium waves spontaneously and 
in response to stimuli. Calcium transients can be observed in live cul-
tures by incubating cells for 15 min in 2 μM fluorescence indicator 
Fluo4-AM (Semyanov et al., 2020) (Fig. 2A and Supp. Fig. 1B). Baseline 
recordings of spontaneous calcium transients over a period of 5 min 
showed both HCA and iPSC-AS cultures exhibited intracellular calcium 
dynamics indicating these cultures display previously reported func-
tional features in 40–65 % of cells (Fig. 2B, and Supp. Fig. 1C). Taken 
together, these results indicate successful differentiation of iPSC to 

functional astrocytes that are similar to primary human astrocytes. 

2.3. iPSC-AS secrete ADEVs isolated by ultracentrifugation 

With the aim of studying ADEV cargo, we harvested astrocyte 
conditioned medium using exosome depleted fetal bovine serum (FBS) 
to isolate ADEVs from HCA and iPSC-AS following a standard ultra-
centrifugation protocol (Antounians et al., 2021) (Fig. 3A). Isolated 
HCA-ADEVs and iPSC-ADEVs displayed the expected size range (50-250 
nm) using nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) and morphology 
observed with transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (Fig. 3B-C) 
(Welsh et al., 2024). The ADEV preparations were positive for the EV 
marker Flotillin1 (Flot1) in western blots comparable to our previously 

Fig. 5. ADEV-miRNA depletion and enrichment analysis. A. Scatter plot showing top 20 miRNAs (in black) depleted in iPSC-ADEV based on 3 replicates. B. Scatter 
plot showing top 20 miRNAs (in black) enriched in iPSC-ADEV ordered by p-value. X-axis represents the average abundance (baseMean) of each miRNA (normalized 
counts) and Y-axis represents fold-change of iPSC-AS/iPSC-ADEV ratio. Color gradient for padj score (− log(padj, 10)) shows most significant genes in pink. C. Target 
gene pathway analysis of top 20 ADEV enriched miRNAs with relevance score (x axis) assigned based on foldchange values from miRSystem. D. List of top 20 
enriched miRNAs in HCA-ADEV (Supp. Fig. 2C) and iPSC-ADEV (Fig. 5C), and top 20 depleted miRNAs in HCA-ADEV (Supp. Fig. 2B) and iPSC-ADEV (Fig. 5B) 
ordered by padj. In green, top 20 enriched or depleted miRNAs found in both HCA-ADEV and iPSC-ADEV. 
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reported hMSC-EV isolated from human Mesenchymal Stem Cells 
(Antounians et al., 2021) (Fig. 3D). They showed no indications of 
cellular debris contamination detected by an antibody to Golgi network 
protein GM130 on western blot (Fig. 3D). As expected, GM130 was 
observed in HCA whole cell extracts but not in the hMSC-EV lane. These 
results show that ADEVs can successfully be isolated from HCA and 

iPSC-AS, and exhibit the expected size, concentration and morphology. 

2.4. iPSC-AS and primary astrocytes express specific miRNAs 

With the aim of obtaining a broad picture of miRNA expression in 
control astrocytes and ADEVs, we used an RNA sequencing strategy. 

Fig. 6. RBP motif discovery on enriched ADEV miRNAs and pre-miRNAs. A. XStreme RBP motif discovery results found in mature (miRNA) detected in 3 replicates of 
iPSC-ADEV and their predicted precursor (pre-miRNA) sequences. E-value: accurate estimate of statistical significance taking into account the p-value and the 
number of motifs reported by STREME using 0.05 as threshold. Sites: Number of sequences with the motif (percentage). XStreme provides any RBP known to contain 
any of the enriched motifs. B. Enrichment percentage of miRNAs and pre-miRNAs containing non-cell-type specific EXOMotif reported in García-Martin et al Nature 
2022. % enrichment = miRNAs with motif/total number of miRNAs detected in ADEVs x100. C. Pre-miRNAs and miRNAs containing EXOMotif CGGGAG in iPSC-AS. 
D. List of miRNAs reported in literature of healthy individuals and RTT patients. Bold miRNAs are also shown in E. E. Volcano plot showing fold-change enrichment 
and padj scores of iPSC-ADEV miRNAs reported in human peripheral samples. 
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Whole cell RNA was isolated from 2 replicates of HCA and iPSC-AS. For 
ADEV samples, the small RNA fraction was isolated from 2 replicates of 
HCA-ADEV and 3 replicates of iPSC-ADEV. Samples were sequenced on 
an Illumina NovaSeq SP flowcell for single end 50 bp length reads, 
aiming for 40 M reads per transcript. Raw data was processed to obtain 
miRNA transcript counts for a total of 1709 human miRNAs (Supp. 
Table 1) using the server based online tool MirDeep2 (Friedländer et al., 
2012). 

Principal component analysis (PCA) showed that samples clustered 
based on their origin (Fig. 4A), indicating differences between their 
whole cell and ADEV miRNA profiles (Supp. Fig. 2A). First, we 
compared miRNAs in HCA vs. iPSC-AS to determine how reproducible 
the signatures are between cultures of different origins. Human primary 
cell cultures are often heterogeneous and grown in medium that con-
tains FBS, a component known to induce reactive phenotypes in astro-
cyte cultures that affect their transcriptome (Liddelow and Barres, 
2017). Differential gene expression analysis using DESeq2 showed a 
small subset of miRNAs differentially expressed in HCA vs. iPSC-AS 
(Fig. 4B). To find miRNA expression supporting astrocyte identity we 
compared miRNAs that were not differentially expressed in HCA vs 
iPSC-AS so they had similar expression in both cultures. We searched for 
candidate miRNAs previously reported in the literature, some of which 
are involved with astrocytic competency acquisition and astrocyte dif-
ferentiation like miR-153, miR-125 or the let-7 family of miRNAs 
(Tsuyama et al., 2015; Rajman and Schratt, 2017; Cho et al., 2019). The 
presence of these and other reported astrocyte enriched miRNAs in both 
HCA and iPSC-AS whole cell samples further support astrocyte identity 
(Fig. 4C), albeit with no information regarding their absolute abundance 
(Chu and Williams, 2021). These results show that RNA isolates from 
HCA and iPSC-AS yield similar miRNA profiles. 

2.5. ADEVs selectively sort specific miRNAs that regulate neuronal 
function 

Next, we explored the ADEV miRNA cargo. We first defined a subset 
of 78 miRNAs depleted in iPSC-ADEV compared to the whole cell 
samples (Fig. 5A and Supp. Table 2). A similar number of 79 miRNAs 
were also depleted in the HCA-ADEV (Supp. Fig. 2B and Supp. Table 2). 
These miRNAs are detected as ADEV cargo, but their relative abundance 
is very low, suggesting their functional contribution would likely be 
negligible, excluding them as candidates in transcriptional regulation 
processes in the target cell. However, these miRNAs could be passively 
loaded into ADEVs to regulate their abundance in astrocytes, where they 
could be carrying out important cell-autonomous functions. For 
instance, elevated levels of let-7 and miR-125 in astrocyte cultures 
primes progenitor cells for astrogliogenesis by stimulating the JAK-STAT 
pathway (Shenoy et al., 2015). Thus, ADEV-depleted miRNAs could still 
yield information on astrocyte phenotypes. 

On the other hand, we defined a subset of 119 miRNAs enriched in 
iPSC-ADEV (padj<0.05)(Fig. 5B), including miR-451 and miR-142–3p 
(Supp. Table 2) shown to be selectively loaded into EVs (Zhang et al., 
2015). Similarly, 155 miRNAs were enriched in HCA-ADEV (Supp. 
Fig. 2C and Supp. Table 2). Our hypothesis is that ADEVs are internal-
ized by the surrounding cells including neurons, where their miRNA 
cargo participates in fine-tuning transcripts in response to environ-
mental cues perceived by astrocytes in their roles as homeostasis regu-
lators. To find indications of potential non-cell autonomous functional 
roles of ADEV-miRNAs once internalized by their target cells, we ran 
target gene pathway analysis for the top 20 ADEV-miRNAs using the 
online tool MirSystem (Lu et al., 2012). Several brain and developmental 
terms emerged such as axon guidance and the neurotrophin signaling 
pathway which regulates cell differentiation and survival as well as 
synapse formation (Fig. 5C). Our data indicate that these miRNAs are 
likely contributing to neuronal function (Lafourcade et al., 2016; Ven-
turini et al., 2019). miR-26a-5p is not enriched relative to whole astro-
cytes, but is abundant in the iPSC-ADEVs (Supp. Table 1) as already 

observed for miR-26a members (Lafourcade et al., 2016). We did not 
detect obvious immune-restricted terms in the top 20 enriched pathways 
in ADEVs derived from our iPSC-AS cells that were not experimentally 
stimulated to be reactive. However, T-cell receptor and Toll-like re-
ceptor pathways were found below the top 40 enriched level (Supp. 
Table 3) consistent with immune terms reported in other ADEV studies 
(Upadhya et al., 2020; Luarte et al., 2023). In line with our whole cell 
analysis, both HCA-ADEV and iPSC-ADEV showed similar top 20 
enriched and depleted miRNA profiles further supporting replicability 
between these cultures (Fig. 5D). 

These results show that ADEVs contain a subset of miRNAs that are 
enriched compared to miRNAs remaining in the astrocytes, suggesting a 
mechanism of active selection of ADEV cargo. In addition, the sorted 
miRNAs target transcripts with relevant functions for correct neuronal 
maturation, indicating they could be secreted by astrocytes to commu-
nicate with surrounding neurons and synapses. 

2.6. Enriched miRNAs contain RBP binding motifs for sequence 
dependent sorting 

One of the mechanisms thought to regulate miRNA sorting into EVs 
relies on RBP sequence dependent interactions. Recently, EXOMotifs 
have been described in some mouse cell types where RBPs, such as fused 
in sarcoma (FUS) which participates in miRNA silencing, interact with 
miRNAs to load them into EVs (Zhang et al., 2018; Garcia-Martin et al., 
2022). To find indications of potentially similar mechanisms in iPSC- 
ADEV miRNA loading, we analyzed RBP motif enrichment for se-
quences between 4 and 8 nucleotides in miRNAs (Supp. Table 4) using 
XStreme motif discovery tool (Grant and Bailey, 2021). We also 
analyzed motifs in precursor miRNA sequences (pre-miRNAs) which are 
processed in the same compartment where EVs are loaded (Kim et al., 
2014). We found enriched motifs for the following RBPs in ADEV- 
miRNAs (Fig. 6A): Serine/Arginine rich splicing factor family 7 
(SRSF7); CUGBP Elav-Like Family Member 5 (CELF5/BRUNOL5); FUS; 
and Sterile alpha motif domain containing A4 (SAMD4A). These RBPs 
are expressed in human fetal astrocytes, with CELF5 expressed both in 
neurons and astrocytes (Zhang et al., 2016). They have reported roles in 
neuron RNA splicing and export and/or miRNA binding ability, in line 
with an RBP sequence-dependent loading mechanism and regulation of 
neuronal transcripts via ADEV cargo (Good et al., 2000; Khan et al., 
2021; Nasiri-Aghdam et al., 2021). While the small RNA size selection 
prior to sequencing does not allow detection of pre-miRNAs in ADEVs, 
we searched sequences of pre-miRNAs corresponding to detected ADEV 
enriched miRNAs for RBP motifs. Pre-miRNA enriched motifs (Fig. 6A) 
were found for SRSF7, and RNA binding motif 28 (RBM28) or deleted in 
azoospermia-associated protein 1 (DAZAP1). These RBPs may have 
some role in pre-miRNA localization or processing in astrocytes. Overall, 
our computational findings support the model where miRNAs targeting 
neuronal genes would be selectively loaded into ADEVs via RBP 
sequence motif recognition. 

However, our XSTREME based motif discovery did not identify the 
recently reported EXOMotifs CNGGNG and CGGGAG that are bound by 
ALYREF and FUS and shown to be sufficient to induce miRNA loading 
into EVs (Garcia-Martin et al., 2022). In our analysis, the ADEV enriched 
FUS motif was GGUGCAG which overlaps with the GGNG sequence in 
the first EXOMotif. To assess the enrichment of these EXOMotifs in iPSC- 
ADEV miRNAs, we manually searched for them in miRNA and pre- 
miRNA sequences. We found little difference in the frequency of 
enriched ADEV-miRNAs compared with all ADEV-miRNA sequences. 
The motif CNGGNG showed enrichment of 2.84 % and 3.56 % in miRNA 
and pre-miRNA sequences respectively versus the reported 13 % 
enrichment in other cell types (Fig. 6B). The CGGGAG sequence was 
even less enriched. These results are in line with the motifs not being 
identified in our XSTREME discovery. Differences in enrichment per-
centage could be due to species or cell type specificity or the use of 
different methods for motif discovery. Interestingly, miR-483-5p was the 
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only miRNA displaying EXOMotif CGGGAG, suggesting this miRNA is 
actively loaded into ADEVs via this RBP-sequence dependent mecha-
nism, while 3 pre-miRNAs including mir-483 retained this sequence 
(Fig. 6C). Overall, the EXOMotifs are not the most abundant RBP 
binding sequences found on ADEV-miRNAs. 

2.7. miR-483-5p loaded into ADEVs is a candidate biomarker produced 
by healthy astrocytes 

One of the most exploitable attributes of EVs is their ability to pass 
through the BBB, which makes them and their cargo interesting candi-
dates in the context of prognostics and therapeutics (Lafourcade et al., 
2016; Upadhya et al., 2020). To find indications of brain miRNA pres-
ence in peripheral samples, we compiled a list of miRNAs reported in 
blood and saliva samples from healthy individuals and RTT patients 
(Fig. 6D) (Gallo et al., 2012; Castells et al., 2021). Three ADEV-enriched 
miRNAs were a match (miR-483-5p, miR-138-5p and miR-142–3p) 
suggesting brain miRNAs could be recovered in peripheral biofluids. The 
most significantly enriched of these miRNAs in ADEVs is miR-483-5p 
(Fig. 6E). MiR-483-5p regulates MECP2 expression in fetal brains and 
was found to be downregulated in RTT patient plasma samples (Han 
et al., 2013; Castells et al., 2021). Other miRNA regulators of MECP2 
have been identified in RTT patient blood (Sheinerman et al., 2019). Of 
these, we found let-7b-5p and miR-432-5p in the iPSC-ADEV cargo 
(Supp. Table 1) but they were not enriched relative to whole astrocytes 
(Supp. Table 2). The fact that miR-483-5p contains the EXOmotif 
CGGGAG suggests this miRNA in particular is actively loaded into 
ADEVs, perhaps making it to the periphery where it could provide 
prognostic biomarker information on disorders such as RTT. 

3. Discussion 

We used RNASeq to identify the miRNA profile in healthy human 
astrocytes, to define the ADEV cargo, and to discover motifs enriched on 
the miRNAs that are selectively sorted into ADEVs. Computational 
analysis of the top 20 ADEV enriched miRNAs revealed the top 20 target 
pathway terms and many were related to neuronal function. These re-
sults indicate that ADEVs are one mechanism of communication be-
tween astrocytes and neurons with potential functional consequences 
for the target cell. 

Our motif analysis supported an RBP sequence-dependent mecha-
nism for miRNA loading into ADEVs. Roughly 15 % of sorted miRNAs 
retain consensus binding sites for FUS, an RBP known to mediate miRNA 
sorting into EVs via EXOMotifs (Garcia-Martin et al., 2022). This result 
suggests FUS recognizes an array of EXOMotifs in miRNAs and provides 
confidence about the accuracy of our motif analysis. In addition, FUS has 
been implicated in the biogenesis and processing of miRNAs that 
participate in the regulation of neuronal outgrowth, differentiation and 
synaptogenesis, suggesting involvement in neuronal function (Zhang 
et al., 2018). 

Another 17 % of sorted miRNAs contain motifs for SRSF7. SRSF7 is 
reported to bind to and participate in miRNA biogenesis and processing. 
FUS and SRSF proteins have been found in the secreted proteome of 
mouse astrocytes (Caldwell et al., 2022). They are present in EVs from 
14 human cell types, suggesting they are secreted together with miRNAs 
(Kugeratski et al., 2021). Interestingly, FUS and SRSF proteins have been 
shown to play important roles in the pathogenesis of the neurodegen-
erative disorder amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), characterized by 
progressive loss of motor function with 10 % of the cases following an 
inherited familial form with mutations in genes such as FUS. Relevant to 
our astrocyte study, mutant FUS and another SRSF protein, SRSF1, are 
involved in astrocyte mediated neurotoxicity in a model for ALS (Kia 
et al., 2018). In addition, 17 % of miRNAs bore enriched motifs for 
CELF5. The CELF family of proteins participate in RNA splicing and 
transcript stability. They have been studied in the context of neurolog-
ical disorders such as Fragile X Syndrome, where deficits in astrocyte 

released factors disrupt synapse formation and maturation (Gallo and 
Spickett, 2010). Overall, our analysis predicts that healthy astrocytes 
selectively sort miRNAs with motifs for FUS, SRSF7 and CELF5 into 
ADEVs. 

We also analyzed RBP motifs in pre-miRNA sequences. About 16 % of 
transcripts contain motifs for DAZAP1 or RBM28, and 19 % for SRSF7. 
This could indicate the involvement of these RBPs in miRNA processing, 
shown to happen in the MBV (Kim et al., 2014). Pre-miRNAs being 
loaded into EVs have not been reported to date (O’Brien et al., 2020). 
Alternatively, any of our reported RBPs could be binding ADEV-miRNAs 
in the target cell as a mechanism to regulate neuronal function. 

The strongest evidence for selective sorting into ADEVs was found for 
miR-483-5p. This was the only miRNA in ADEVs with the canonical 
EXOmotif CGGGAG and it was the most significantly enriched in iPSC- 
ADEV. We infer that miR-483-5p is likely also bound by FUS at the 
EXO-motif and its selective sorting into ADEVs facilitates non-cell 
autonomous communication by astrocytes with neurons. Overall 120 
miRNAs were enriched in ADEVs, and we cannot exclude a cooperative 
effect with other RNA motifs and RBPs to account for the high enrich-
ment of miR-483-5p. miR-483-5p specifically suppresses human MECP2 
expression in early developmental stages until the early postnatal stage, 
when synaptic maturation takes place and neuronal MECP2 levels in-
crease (Han et al., 2013). Notably miR-483-5p is aberrantly expressed 
within the imprinted IGF2 locus in Beckwith-Wiedeman Syndrome (Han 
et al., 2013; Matson et al., 2023). 

Differences in abundance of miRNAs detected in peripheral samples 
are associated with several neurological disorders and are thought of as 
a reflection of disruptions in the brain. Thus, changes in certain miRNAs 
originating in the brain can be detected in patient biofluids and used for 
early diagnosis, prognosis and designing therapeutic strategies. miR- 
483-5p is ubiquitously expressed and reported to be a diagnostic dis-
ease biomarker (Chen et al., 2015; Asadi et al., 2023; Matson et al., 
2023). Nevertheless it was found to be downregulated in plasma from 
RTT patients although its tissue source is unknown (Castells et al., 
2021). 

We speculate that in contrast to the control astrocytes we studied 
here, RTT astrocytes may sense low MECP2 levels and downregulate 
miR-483 expression or its processing, or reduce sorting of miR-483-5p 
into ADEVs. Ultimately these effects would communicate to nearby 
neurons that they should upregulate MECP2. In this currently untested 
scenario, RTT ADEVs with low miR-483-5p content would likely cross 
the BBB to communicate through the blood with other tissues where 
MECP2 is expressed. 

To test this prediction, it will be important to evaluate the ADEV 
cargo of human RTT astrocytes. The pipeline described here to rapidly 
produce human astrocytes to isolate ADEVs can be used on RTT iPSC-AS 
to examine changes in their cargo, with a special emphasis on miR-483- 
5p depletion to evaluate its utility as a prognostic biomarker. This might 
best be accomplished using RNASeq normalization strategies such as 
spike-ins to obtain information on absolute miRNA abundance (Rodri-
gues et al., 2023). A prognostic blood biomarker may be most useful as 
an early indicator of how RTT patients are responding in a clinical trial. 
If a candidate biomarker like miR-483-5p returns to normal levels 
regardless of its tissue source, that might justify continued treatments of 
IGF1 or other novel therapies (Grimm and Lee, 2022). Alternatively if 
the biomarker remains low that might prompt early consideration of 
other therapeutic options. EVs can also partially rescue RTT neuron 
function (Sharma et al., 2019; Pan et al., 2021). Given these findings, 
there may also be value in evaluating the therapeutic potential of ADEVs 
for RTT or other neurodevelopmental disorders. 

4. Methods 

4.1. NPC purification 

Two independent NPC preparations were generated as biological 
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replicates from the human iPSC line PGPC-14 and maintained in 
Advanced DMEM/F12, 1 % N2, 2 % B27 (all Thermofisher Scientific), 
1μg/ml Laminin (Sigma-Aldrich), 1 % Penicillin-Streptomycin (Gibco) 
and 20 ng/ml basic Fibroblast Growth Factor (Peprotech) as previously 
described (Hildebrandt et al., 2019). For NPC purification, passage 2–3 
NPCs were detached with Stempro Accutase cell dissociation reagent 
(A1110501, Life Technologies) and kept in cold PBS 1 % FBS for the 
duration of the protocol. For single stain and fluorescence minus one 
(FMO) control samples, between 500,000-2million cells were resus-
pended in 100ul of PBS 1 % FBS for antibody staining. For the sample 
tube, between 10 and 40 million cells were resuspended in 200-500ul of 
PBS 1 % FBS for CD184, CD24, CD44, CD271 and Dapi staining. Anti-
body mixes were incubated for 20–30 min on ice in the dark and samples 
were washed with PBS 1 % FBS 3×. On the last wash, cells were 
resuspended in 500ul-700ul of PBS 1 % FBS and filtered through 700 μm 
mesh into a 5 ml polypropylene tubes (BD352063). Cells were sorted for 
CD184+/CD44-/CD271-/CD24+ in MoFlo XDP Cell Sorter (Beckman- 
Coulter) at the SickKids Flow Cytometry facility as described (Yuan 
et al., 2011). Sorted cells were grown on Matrigel (Corning) coated 6 
well plates in a density of 300,000 cells per well with 20 ng/ml basic 
Fibroblast Growth Factor added fresh (Peprotech, 100-18c) to NPC 
medium (Lendemeijer et al., 2022). Expanded NPCs were cryopreserved 
in liquid nitrogen in 500 μl FBS 10 % DMSO solution. 

4.2. Astrocyte differentiation and culture 

Confluent purified NPCs from both biological replicates were 
passaged using Stempro Accutase cell dissociation reagent (A1110501, 
Life Technologies), in a 1:4 ratio to new Matrigel (Corning) coated wells 
in the NPC medium and differentiated to astrocytes by addition of 10 

ng/ml Bone Morphogenetic Protein 4 (Biovision) and 10 ng/ml Leuke-
mia Inhibitory Factor (Peprotech) as previously reported (Lendemeijer 
et al., 2022). Cells were passaged an average of once a week for 28 days 
and medium was changed every other day. Human Commercial Astro-
cytes (ScienCell #1800) were plated on poly-L-Ornithine (Sigma) coated 
plates with Astrocyte Medium (ScienCell #1801) and used immediately 
or passaged one time only using trypsin/EDTA following manufacturer 
instructions. Medium was changed every other day until 70 % confluent 
and every 3 days after that. 

4.3. Immunofluorescence 

Cells were plated on 24 well plates (82,426, Ibidi) or 19 mm glass 
coverslips coated with Matrigel or Poly-L-Ornithine/laminin and fixed 
in 4 % PFA for 8 min when confluent. Afterwards, PFA solution was 
discarded and cells were washed in PBS 3× and kept in PBS at 4 ◦C until 
staining. For staining, wells were washed in PBS 3 × 5 min and subse-
quently incubated with primary antibodies either 1 h RT or overnight at 
4 ◦C in antibody mix solution pH 7.4 (for 100 ml: 10 ml 1× triton, 5 ml 
Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 0.9 g NaCl, 0.25 g porcine gelatin (G8150, Sigma) and 
sterile water). After primary incubation, cells were washed 3 × 5 min 
with PBS and subsequently incubated for 1hRT in PBS with secondary 
antibodies and Dapi. Finally, cells were washed 3 × 5 min in PBS and 
kept in PBS at 4 ◦C dark until imaged. Cells were imaged using a Zeiss 
LSM 880 Airyscan microscope at the PGCRL imaging facility 40×/1.1 
(W) immersion and 20×/0.8 objectives as Z-stacks and images were 
processed using Fiji (ImageJ). See Table 1 for antibody details. 

4.4. Western blot 

Protein was extracted from confluent wells washed in ice-cold PBS 
using radioimmune precipitation assay (RIPA) buffer (25 mM Tris-HCl, 
pH 7.6, 150 mM NaCl, 1 % Nonidet P-40, 1 % sodium deoxycholate and 
0.1 % SDS), incubated 30 min with interspersed vortexing and stored at 
− 80 ◦C until quantified. Protein samples were quantified using the Bio- 
Rad DC assay kit. Equivalent masses of each protein sample were loaded 
in individual lanes of a BOLT 4–12 % Bis-TRIS gradient gel, and sepa-
rated at 160 V for approximately one hour. Proteins were transferred to 
nitrocellulose membrane overnight at 60 V at 4 ◦C. Following transfer, 
membranes were rinsed in RO water, then blocked in 5 % milk or BSA in 
PBS for one hour at room temperature shaking. Prior to specific marker 
staining, total protein was visualized using Revert 700 Total Protein 
Stain (926–11,011, LiCor) and subsequently washed by incubating in 
Revert wash solution (0.1M NaOH, 30 % MeOH in MilliQ water) for 10 
min. Primary antibody staining was done either 1 h RT or overnight at 
4 ◦C shaking, diluting antibodies in 5 % milk or BSA PBS-T. Subse-
quently, membranes were washed 5 min 3× in PBS-T and secondary 
antibody incubation was carried for 1 h at RT shaking. Membranes were 
washed 3× PBS-T for 5 min prior to being imaged using LI-COR Odyssey 
CLx. See Table 1 for antibody details. 

4.5. Fluo4-AM live calcium imaging 

Astrocytes were plated on Matrigel coated 24 well plates (82,426, 
Ibidi) and cultured until confluent. Confluent wells were washed with 
PBS and incubated in medium containing Fluo4AM (F14201, Thermo 
Fisher) with a final concentration of 2 μM for 15 min at 37 ◦C 5%CO2. 
Afterwards, cells were washed with PBS and kept in astrocyte medium 
while imaging. Nikon TE-2000 epifluorescence microscope at the Sick-
Kids Imaging Facility fitted with a Solent Scientific environmental 
enclosure was equilibrated to 37 ◦C for 30 min prior to imaging. Cells 
were imaged using Hamamatsu Orca-R2 camera and the 20×/0.5 
magnification, at the lowest laser intensity for 5 to 8 min at maximum 
speed. Recordings were analyzed using Fiji’s ROI manager tool. Regions 
of interest were drawn of individual cells and size matched background 
regions, and fluorescence intensity was measured per time frame. 

Table 1 
Antibody list.  

Antibody Concentration Company and Catalog 
number 

CD184-APC 1/250 BD bioscience cat# 560936 
CD44-FITC 1/100 BD bioscience cat# 560977 
CD271-PE 1/250 BD bioscience cat# 560927 
CD24-PECy7 1/250 BD bioscience cat# 561646 
Dapi 1/300 Sigma Aldrich D9542 
GFAP 1/1000 (ICC) 

1/2000 (WB) 
Millipore AB5804 

CD44 1/500 BD Pharmingen 
cat#550538 

S100β 1/1000 Sigma S2532 
ALDH1L1 1/200 (ICC) 

1/5000 (WB) 
Abcam ab190298 

Nestin 1/500 (ICC) 1/1000 
(WB) 

Millipore AB5326 

SOX1 1/200 R&D AF3369 
TujIII 1/2000 (WB) Millipore AB1637 
MAP2 1/1000 SYSY 188–004 
βActin 1/4000 (WB) Sigma A5441 
Flot1 1/1000 (WB) BD Biosciences 610,820 
GM130 1/500 (WB) BD Biosciences 610,822 
Donkey anti-rabbit 

Alexa488 
1/500 Thermo Fisher A21206 

Donkey anti-rat IgG (H +
L) 

1/500 Sigma SA5–10027 

Donkey anti-mouse Alexa 
647 

1/500 Jackson Immuno.715–605- 
151 

Donkey anti-mouse Alexa 
488 

1/500 Jackson Immuno. 715–545- 
150 

Donkey anti-goat Alexa 
555 

1/500 Thermo Fisher A-21432 

Donkey anti-guinea pig 
Alexa 647 

1/500 Jackson Immuno.706–605- 
148 

Goat anti-mouse IRDye 
800CW 

1/20,000 LiCor 926–32,210 

Goat anti-rabbit IRDye 
800CW 

1/20,000 LiCor 925–32,211  
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Further processing was performed using Excel. Normalized fluorescence 
intensity was calculated as the ratio between ROI fluorescence intensity 
and its corresponding background per time frame. Time frames were 
transformed to time measures based on the speed of the recording to 
generate plots of normalized fluorescence intensity over time. Percent-
age of active cells was calculated manually by counting the number of 
cells displaying at least one fluorescence intensity oscillation during the 
recording. 

4.6. ADEV isolation and characterization 

Astrocyte cultures for iPSC-ADEV isolation were derived from the 
two biological replicates of NPCs together with one technical replicate 
from the second NPC preparation initiated one week later. The astro-
cytes were washed in PBS and cultured in Advanced DMEM-F12 7.5 % 
EXOsome-depleted FBS (ThermoFisher, Waltham, MA) overnight. A 
volume of 12 ml of astrocyte conditioned media was harvested from one 
6 well plate and residual cell debris was removed by centrifugation at 
300 ×g followed by 1200 ×g both for 10 min at room temperature. 
Supernatant was filtered using 0.20 μm cellulose filter (Corning, NY) and 
kept frozen at − 20 ◦C until ultracentrifugation. ADEV isolation was 
performed by ultracentrifugation at 100,000 ×g for 14 h at 4 ◦C (swing 
bucket rotor on minimum acceleration/brake setting, SW 32Ti Beckman 
Coulter, Brea, CA), and ADEVs were resuspended in 200 μl PBS and 
stored at − 20 ◦C until used (Antounians et al., 2019; Antounians et al., 
2021). ADEV characterization was performed using TEM and NTA using 
NanoSight as previously described (Antounians et al., 2019; Antounians 
et al., 2021). 

4.7. Whole cell and small RNA isolation for RNAseq 

One confluent well of a 6 well plate from two independent iPSC-AS 
differentiations, or 2 wells of HCA were harvested by scraping cells off 
in 500 μl of PBS and centrifuging them at 1000 g for 5 min. RNA was 
isolated from cell pellets and ADEV isolates using SPLIT RNA extraction 
Kit (LEXOgen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. For the 
whole cell extracts instructions for total RNA isolation were followed. 
ADEV samples were not pretreated with RNaseA before RNA isolation to 
enrich for small RNAs by generating two fractions of large RNA and 
small RNA. RNAs were eluted in 10–15 μl of elution buffer and for ADEV 
samples, with 1 U/μl SUPERaseIn RNase inhibitor (AM2694, Invitrogen) 
and stored at − 80 ◦C until submitted for sequencing. RNA concentra-
tions were analyzed using Nanodrop for whole cell samples. 

4.8. RNA sequencing and data analysis 

For whole cell samples, 1 μg was provided to The Centre for Applied 
Genomics (TCAG). For ADEV samples, all isolates were provided for 
bioanalyzer and sequencing. Sequencing libraries were made using the 
Small RNA library preparation kit NEBNext (NEB) Small RNA library 
prep set according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Sequencing was 
performed using Illumina NovaSeq SP flowcell for single end 50 bp 
length reads, aiming for 40 M reads per transcript. Library preparation 
and sequencing were done at TCAG. Raw sequencing data was processed 
into count data using the open source web-based platform MiRDeep2 
tool as previously, mapping reads to hg38 human genome annotation 
and mature and precursor miRNA sequences from miRbase database 
(Friedländer et al., 2012; Rodrigues et al., 2023). To generate a counts 
table for differential gene expression, miRNA counts for same mature 
miRNA from different precursor origin were averaged. Differential 
expression analysis was performed using DESeq2 package in R. Quality 
of samples was analyzed using PCA in DESeq2 package and pheatmap 
function was used to display variance between samples and replicates. 
Enriched miRNAs were obtained by ordering data with padj<0.05 and 
log2FoldChange < 0 for whole cell vs ADEV. ADEV-depleted miRNAs 
were defined as differentially expressed miRNAs in ADEV samples 

enriched in whole cell (padj>0.05, log2FoldChange > 0 comparing 
whole cell/ADEV). Top 20 significant ADEV-enriched miRNAs and their 
log2FoldChange values were input into miRSystem online tool to 
generate target gene pathway analysis scores (Lu et al., 2012). miRNAs 
found in our ADEVs are displayed in Fig. 6D and those reported in pe-
ripheral samples were obtained from previous reports (Gallo et al., 2012; 
Castells et al., 2021). 

4.9. RBP and EXOMotif discovery analysis 

ADEV-enriched EXOMotif CGGGAG was obtained from the literature 
(Garcia-Martin et al., 2022). To find this motif and run motif discovery, 
ADEV-enriched miRNAs were matched to their mature or precursor 
sequences obtained from miRBase (https://mirbase.org). EXOMotif 
search was performed in RStudio, and percentage of miRNAs was 
calculated as the ratio of miRNAs containing the motif vs all detected 
miRNAs (baseMean>0) as the background. Motif discovery analysis was 
performed in web-based platform MEME-Suite 5.4.1 using the tool 
XStreme for motif discovery and enrichment analysis setting width pa-
rameters for 4–8 nucleotides (Grant and Bailey, 2021; Garcia-Martin 
et al., 2022). All detected pre- or miRNAs (baseMean>0) were used as 
background. RBP motifs were searched in CISBP-RNA Single Species 
RNA (Homo Sapiens). 

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi. 
org/10.1016/j.mcn.2024.103933. 
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